No-Pay Titles

Visitor No-Pay (C547)

Professor Emeritus (F013)
Assistant Professor Emeritus (F033)
Associate Professor Emeritus (F023)
Examples of above would include retired faculty.

Adjunct Lecturer (F055)
Adjunct Assistant Professor (F035)
Adjunct Associate Professor (F025)
Adjunct Professor (F015)
Examples of above would include individuals paid through dual employment.

Visiting Lecturer (F054)
Visiting Assistant Professor (F034)
Visiting Associate Professor (F024)
Visiting Professor (F054)
Examples would include individuals doing scholarly work here at NCSU without pay.

Visiting Scholar (C535)
Visiting Scientist (C542)
Visiting Researcher (C531)
Visiting Research Assistant (C500)
Visiting Research Associate (C505)
Visiting Research Scholar (C520)
Visiting Research Scientist (C525)
Examples would include individuals working collaboratively with NCSU faculty on research projects being paid by their home institution.
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